AAUP@ASU
Presents
Influence, Plagiarism and Creative Thinking
1:00 PM until 2:15 PM
Wednesday, February 22, 2006
Washington Hall Cafeteria

President Bloodworth
(Introductory remarks)

Martin David Jones
from Fine Arts
Did You Steal What I Hear?
(Playing piano, giving musical examples of plagiarism)

Janice Williams-Whiting
from Fine Arts
Original? Stolen? Lawsuit!?!?
(PowerPoint presentation about appropriation and influence)

Jim Garvey
from Languages, Literature, and Communication
Liar, Liar, Pants on Fire
(Plagiarism in the news media)

Gerald Hitchcock, a student of Rick Pukis
from Languages, Literature, and Communication
Proff and Plagiarism in the Movies
(Hitchcock will show his short film called Proff, discuss the work that went into it, and discuss how easy it is to steal it electronically)

Discussion Duo
Ray Whiting
from Political Science
Ruth E. McClelland-Nugent
from History, Anthropology and Philosophy

The duo is to discuss plagiarism (and its effect on creativity) and to take questions and comments from the audience.